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Given a Hecke symmetry R, A. Giaquinto and J. Zhang defined a natural 
quantization An(R) of the nth Weyl algebra A n based on R and studied many ring 
theoretic properties of rings A2(Ja, b) (arising from the "Jordan" Hecke symmetry) 
and An(q, Pi,j) (arising from the standard multiparameter Hecke symmetry). Here 
we compute the global and Krull dimensions in the cases that were left open; 
namely, we show that over any field k of characteristic zero, gldim(A2(Ja,b)) = 
Kdim(A2(Ja, b)) = 3 for any a, b ~k  with a v~ b, and gldim(An(+_l, pi, y))= 
Kdim(An(_+ 1, Pi,j)) = n. © 1999 Academic Press 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a Hecke symmetry R, using methods of quantizing linear spaces 
and differential operators (cf. [FRT], [Gu], [WZ]), A. Giaquinto and J. 
Zhang [GZ] defined and studied a natural quantization An(R) of the nth 
Weyl algebra A n based on R. They obtained detailed ring theoretic 
properties of the quantizations arising from two particular Hecke symme- 
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tries: the "Jordan" Hecke symmetry and the standard multiparameter 
Hecke symmetry. In many cases (including the case where the base field 
has characteristic p) they explicitly computed the global and Krull dimen- 
sions of these rings. In this paper we will compute the global and Krull 
dimensions of the rings in the cases that were left open. Combining these 
results with those of Giaquinto and Zhang, we see that for these two 
particular Hecke symmetries, many of the properties of A n are reflected 
in the quantization An(R), although some differences also emerge. 
The rings concerned are all iterated extensions of the form A[x; o, 6], 
where o- is an automorphism of A, and 6 is o'-skew derivation of A. In 
general for such an Ore extension there are only bounds on the global 
dimension: if gldim(A) < % then gldim(A) < gldim(A[x; o-, 6]) < 
gldim(A) + 1 (see [MR, Theorem 7.5.3]), and both situations can occur. A 
problem in computing the dimensions of the rings of the form A2(Ja, b) is 
to construct the rings so that at each iteration one can determine whether 
or not the global dimension is gldim(A) or gldim(A) + 1 (and similarly for 
the Krull dimension). Similarly, in computing the dimensions of the rings 
of the form An(+ 1, Pi,j), the iterations are grouped in pairs so that the 
dimensions increase by at most one for each pair of iterations. 
2. DIMENSIONS OF A2(Ja, b) 
In this section we compute the global and Krull dimensions of the ring 
A = A2(Ja,b), arising in [GZ] as A2(R) for the "Jordan" Hecke symmetry. 
This ring can be viewed as a quantization of the usual second Weyl 
algebra. A 2. By definition A2(Ja, b) is the ring generated over the field k 
by the variables Xl, x 2, 01, 02, with the relations below (depending upon 
parameters a, b ~ k): 
XlX  2 ~ X2X 1 "q- ax21 
0 20~ 1 = 010~ 2 -1.- bc~ 2
O~x I = 1 + XlO 1 + ax~O 2 
01x 2 = -axlO 1 - abXlO 2 + x2O ~ + bx202 
O 2 x 1 = x~ 02 
O~2X 2 = 1 - bXlO 2 + XzO 2. 
Over any field k, when a = b = 0, clearly A2(Jo, 0) --- A2, the usual Weyl 
algebra. Although it is not obvious, in [AD2] it is shown that A2(Ja, a) ---A 2 
for any a in k. 
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In [GZ] it is shown that A2(Ja,b) is always an Auslander-regular, 
Cohen-Macaulay Noetherian domain with GK-dimension 4. If k has 
positive characteristic, then Az(Ja, b) is a PI ring and has global and Krull 
dimensions 4 (and hence its properties are identical to those of the usual 
second Weyl algebra A 2 over a field of positive characteristic). If k has 
characteristic zero, it is shown in [GZ] that A2(J,, b) is always a left and 
right primitive ring, and it is a simple ring if and only if a = b. It is shown 
that the global and Krull dimensions of A2(J,, b) are finite, and that 
2 < gldim(A2(J~,b)) < 4, and 2 < Kdim(A2(J~,b)) < 4. 
Hence we shall assume throughout hat k is a field of characteristic 
zero. Because Az(Ja, b)~A2(Jaa, ab) for any nonzero scalar a e k, it 
suffices to consider the following three cases: a = 0, b = 1; a = 1, b = 0; 
and a = 1, b ~ 1. We will show that in each of these cases gldim(Az(J~,b)) 
= 3 and Kdim(Az(Ja, b)) = 3. 
It will be useful to think of Az(Ja, b) as an iterated skew polynomial 
extension. We will write elements of the skew polynomial ring R[O; o-, 6] 
over a ring R, for ~r an automorphism of R and 6 a o--derivation of R, as 
E n 0 i r  i . i=0 
2.1. Note that W = k(Xl, az> = k[Xl, 02] is a commutative polynomial 
ring. Let T = k(Xl, a2, x2) = k[xl, a2][x2; 8x2 ] = W[x2; 6x2], where 
6~=(x 1) = xlx 2 -x2x  1 = axl 2, and 6,5(02) = a2x 2 -x2O 2 = 1 - bXla 2. No- 
tice that A =A2(J~, b) = T(a l )  = T[Ol; 0-el , 6e~], where %~ and aa, are 
given by 
 1{x1) = x,  
O'01 (X  2) = aX 1 + X 2 
%1(02) = 02 
~oI(X1) = - - (1  + a.,x102) 
6a,(x2) = a(b - a)x102 - bx202 - a 
~81(02) = ba g. 
Goodearl [G, p. 330] has noted that if U = RIO; o-, 6] and if I is an 
ideal of R such that o-(I) = I and 6(I) c_ I, then IU is an ideal of U, 
(~r, 6) induces a skew derivation on R/I ,  and U/ IU= (R/I)[O; o-, 6]. 
This observation will be used in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. For a ~ b, gldim(Az(Ja, b))= 3 and Kdim(A2(Ja, b)) 
=3.  
Proof The map given by 
X 1 ~ 02,  32 ~X1,  X 2 ~ ol 1 + 32,  31 ~X z 
gives a k-isomorphism between A2(J1, 0) and A2(J0,1). This and the fact 
that Az(Ja, b) ----Az(Jxa, ab) imply that it suffices to consider the case where 
a=l ,b  v~ 1. 
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We will first establish that 3 is an upper bound for both dimensions. 
First consider the case where k is algebraically closed. 
In this case we will think of A2(J1, b) as T(a  1) as in 2.1. To compute 
gldim(T), let M = (xl - c, a 2 - d)  be a maximal ideal of k[x 1, 02]. Note 
that  t~x2(X 1 - c )  ~-- X 2 and 3x2(02 - d) = 1 - bXl~2, so that if M is ~xzsta- 
hie, then x I ~ M, but then  ~x2(O32 - d )  = 1 - bx102 implies that 1 ~ M. 
Hence there are no 3x2-stable maximal ideals of k[xx, a2], and so gldim(T) 
-- 2 by [MR, Theorem 7.10.3, p. 273]. It follows that gldim(A2(Jl, b)) <_ 3. 
Similarly, Kdim(AE(Jl.b)) < 3 by [MR, Theorem 6.9.22, p. 226]. 
Now let k be an arbitrary field of characteristic zero. Let A(k)  denote 
the ring AE(J1, b) with coefficients from the field k. Let K be the algebraic 
closure of k. Then A(k)cA(K)  is a faithfully flat extension. Hence 
gldim(A(k)) _ gldim(A(K)) < 3, and Kdim(A(k)) < Kdim(A(K)) _< 3. 
To see that 3 is a lower bound for both dimensions, we will once again 
view A as an iterated Ore extension A -=- T[aI; %1, dal] as in 2.1. Let 
z = 1 + (1 -  b)x102. It was shown in [AD2] that z is a normalizing 
element of A, and it is easy to see that z is also normalizing in T. Direct 
calculation shows that zT is stable under o-a1 and ~al; consequently, 
A/zA  = (T/zT)[O1; ~7al, ~al]" The element x 1 is invertible in T/zT  with 
inverse - (1  - b)a 2 (mod zT); we identify O 2 with Xl l / (b  - 1). The ideal 
zW is stable under 8x2, and thus we have that T/zT  -- (W/zW)[x2; ~2]. 
Because no power of x I is contained in zW, W/zW is isomorphic to the 
Laurent  polynomial  ring k[Xl, X~l]. Consequently,  A/zA- -  
k[Xl, XlX][x2; ~Xz][01; ora 1, ~1]  ~-" R[31; °'a 1, ~a ]. The tr~ -derivation 3 a is in- 
co'ol(r) for all r ~ R, where c = T-yyXEXl "~ ner on R, because ~al(r) = rc 1 1 b 1 -2 
hence A/zA  --- R[a I - c; %1]. From 2.1 it is easy to see that tram is given 
by conjugation by x 1, and thus A/zA- -R[x11(31-  c)]. The relations 
show that the ring k[x{ 1 ][xz; 6~ ] is isomorphic to the Weyl algebra Al(k). 
Because R is a non-Artinian localization (at the powers of x~ -1) of 
k[xll][x2; ~x2] , we have that g ld im(R)= 1 and Kd im(R)= 1; hence 
gldim(A/zA) = 2 and Kd im(A/zA)= 2. Thus gldim(A)>_ 3 by ([MR], 
Theorem 7.3.5, p. 238) and Kdim(A)>_ 3 by ([MR], Lemma 6.3.9. 
p. 189). | 
3. DIMENSIONS OF An( q, Pi , )  
In this section we compute the global and Krull dimensions of the ring 
A = An(q, Pi,), arising in [GZ] as An(R) for the "standard" multiparame- 
ter Hecke symmetry. This ring can be viewed as a quantization of the usual 
nth Weyl algebra A n. By definition An(q, P i , )  is the ring generated over 
the field k by the variables x i, aj: i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, with the relations below 
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(depending upon parameters Pi, j, q ~ k with Pji = PiT 1): 
XiXy : P i jqx jx i ,  
CgiC~j : Pi jq-  10jOi, 
Oixj = PiT lqxj t)i, 
Oix i = 1 + q2xic7 i + (q2 _ 1) E xj~j, 
j>i 
for all i < j 
for all i < j 
for all i ~ j 
for all i. 
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Note that when q = 1 and each pq = 1, these relations give the usual 
Weyl algebra An, so that An(l, {1}) = A n. In [GZ, Theorem 3.11(1)] it is 
shown that An(q, Pi, j) is an Auslander egular, Cohen-Macaulay Noethe- 
rian domain with GK dimension 2n. If q2#: 1 or char (k )~ 0, then 
An(q, pi, j) has Krull dimension and global dimension 2n [GZ, Theorem 
3.11(3)]. Hence it remains to consider the case when char (k )= 0 and 
q = 1 or -1 ,  in which case An(+_l, pi,j) is simple [GZ, Theorem 3.5]. 
Here we will show that when char (k )=0 and q= 1 or -1 ,  then 
gldim(An(_ 1, Pi, j)) = Kdim(An(--- 1, Pi,])) = n. Because An(l, Pi,]) = 
An( -1 ,  -Pi,  j), it suffices to consider the case when q = 1. 
Our proof will proceed by induction, as in the usual computation of the 
global and Krull dimensions of An; namely, we will embed A in a 
faithfully fiat extension ring T, which is a product of rings whose global 
and Krull dimensions are computed using the induction hypotheses. The 
Malcev-Neumann construction, described below (see [M], [N], or [MS]), is 
used to establish that T is faithfully fiat. McConnell and Pettit [MP] used a 
similar strategy in computing the global and Krull dimensions of certain 
skew Laurent polynomial rings. 
3.1. Let G be an ordered Abelian group, let R be a ring with unit 
group U(R), and let r: G × G ~ U(R)  be such that ~'(x + y, z)7(x,  y)  = 
"r(x,y + z)z (y ,  z )  for all x,y ,  z ~ G. Note that ~- is a 2-cocycle. We 
construct a ring R*[[G; ~-]], called a Malcev-Neumann ring. As an R-mod- 
ule, R*[[G; ~-]] is the set of all formal sums o~ = Ex~a axx, where each 
a x ~ R and Supp(a) = {x ~ G: a x ~ 0} is well ordered. Multiplication is 
defined by (Eaxx) (Zbyy)= Eczz, where c z = Ex+y=zaxby~'(x,y) (this 
sum will be a finite sum). If R is a division ring, then so is R*[[G; ~-]]. The 
construction can be carried out under more general conditions; see [MS]. 
We will make use of the following specific Malcev-Neumann construc- 
tion. 
3.2. Let s be a positive integer and let {ai, j: 1 < i , j  < s, ai, i = 1} be a 
set of nonzero elements of k. Consider the ordered group G = Z ~s) with 
lexicographic order. Denote elements of G by vectors of integers: ~ = 
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(oq, a 2 . . . . .  ot~). Define r on G × G by ~'(d, ~) = l-Ii< j ai-,~ j#i. Note  that 
z (~+ f f ,~) r (~, /3 )  = (i~<jaT,~J+a?r')(i~<jai-,~Ja') 
= ( i~<ja~'( f l '+v' ) l (~aT,  f jr') 
This shows that z is a 2-cocycle on G, and we can form the Malcev-Neu- 
mann division ring D = k*[[G; ~']]. 
We now consider a class of division rings and note that they can be 
embedded in Malcev-Neumann division rings; the embedding will enable 
us to calculate the traces needed in the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
3.3. Let {a i j: 1 < i, j < s, a i i = 1} be a set of nonzero elements of k 
with ai, i = a~'.  Define the skew'polynomial ring R by R = k[O~, 02,. . . ,  0~], 
subject o the relations 
OiO j = ai,jOjO i for all i • j. 
Then R is a Noetherian domain; denote its quotient division ring by 
k(O D 02,. . . ,  0~). We use the ai, j'S in the relations for R to define a 
2-cocycle T, and consider the Malcev-Neumann division ring k*[[G; ~-]], 
where G is the ordered group Z (~). Then R can be embedded in k*[[G; ~-]], 
using the map defined on monomials by 
0 10 2 . . .  0s°, ( "1, 
Because R is a Goldie domain, this embedding extends to its quotient 
division ring k( O 1, 02 . . . . .  0~). 
3.4. We begin our consideration of the case where q = 1 by noting that 
we can write the relations for A~(1, Pi.j) as 
XiX  j = pi,:xjxi for all i ~ j 
~i ~gj = Pi, y di ~j for all i ~ j 
c~ix: = pT,~xjOi for all i =~ j 
69iX i : Xi¢~ i "l- 1 for all i. 
We will use an induction argument on n to obtain upper bounds on the 
global and Krull dimensions of any An(l, Pi, j); the induction step, however, 
requires passing to a class of algebras {U t} larger than the class of all of the 
An(1,pi.j)'s. Each ring U t in the class is obtained by adjoining t pairs of 
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elements to a division ring k(O1, 0 2 . . . .  , 0~) of the form defined above in 
3.3. Specifically, let {bi,/: 1 <_ i < t, 1 <_ j <_ s} and {ci, j: 1 _< i , j  <_ t, ci, i = 
1} be sets of  nonzero elements of k. For i -- 1, 2 . . . .  , t let E i ~ k such that 
e 2 = 1. For each such collection of parameters define a ring U t in the class 
by letting U t = k(01, 02, . . .  , 0s)[ot l ,  f l ,  Or2, f2  . . . . .  a t '  Bit] subject to the 
relations 
OiOl j = bi,/o~O i 
0 i f~ = bT,]f/O i for all i 
Ol i O~ = Ci, j Olj Ot i for all i ~ j 
f i f y  = c i , / f / f i  for all i ~ j  
f i  Olj ---- C~,IOlj f i  for all i =~ j 
O~i f i  = f i  Oti -[- Ei for  all i. 
When s = 0, t = n, bi, / = 1, and ei = 1, then U t = An(1 , Ci, j). 
View U t as an iterated Ore extension. By ([G], Lemma 1.4, p. 328) 
k(01, 02 . . . . .  Os)[oti]* (respectively, k(01, 02 . . . .  ,0~)[ f i ]*) is a denominator 
set in U t for each i, and the resulting localization is the iterated Ore 
extension 
A i = k(  01, 02 . . . .  , Os, °~i) [ °t l ,  f l ,  °~2, f2  . . . . .  t~i, f i  . . . . .  ot,, f t ]  
(respectively, 
Bi -- k (O l ,  O 2 . . . . .  Os ,~ i ) [O l l ,~ l ,  Ol2,~2 . . . . .  Oli,~i . . . . .  Olt,~t] ), 
where the circumflex (^) denotes being removed from the list. 
It follows from the relations that the subring of U t generated by 
k(01, 0 2 . . . .  , 0 s) and o~ 1 is an Ore extension of the form k(01, 0 2 . . . .  , 0s)[ O/1; 
o'] for an automorphism tr of k(O1, 02 . . . . .  Os); because 0m0~'2 . . .  0sPSOtl = 
°gl(VIS=l bPi'~OPlOP2i,1 j 1  . . .  Of s, o-'s action on monomials is given by 
-~. I-[ s hPi)~qPlAP2 0s ps. There will be an automor- or(01 pl0p2 O? s) ( i=1 • ..  Vi, lJV 1 v 2 . . .  
phism of the image of the embedding of k(01, 02 . . . .  ,0~) into k*[[77(s); ~-]] 
corresponding to or given on elements of 77 (s) by (Pl ,  P2 , . . . , P~)  
(I-ISi=l b~0(Pl,, P2 . . . .  , p~). Let this automorphism also be denoted by 0-. 
LEMMA 3.5. Consider the function p: k*[[Z (~), ~']] --) k*[[~ (O, ~-]] defined 
FP by P((Pl, P2, . . . ,P~))  = ( i=1 biP, i )(Pl ,P2 . . . . .  p~). Then p is an automor- 
phism of k*[[77(0; ~-]]; furthermore, p agrees with or when restricted to the 
image of the embedding of  k (  O1, 0 2 . . . . .  0 s) into k*[[T] (s), T]]. 
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Proof. It is clear that p is a k-linear map. We will check that p is 
multiplicative and hence an automorphism. Take u, v ~ k*[[R(s); ~-]]; say, 
u = Eyayf f ,  v = E~.b¢( .  Then uv = EpceF ,  where  c~-= 
F.y+ q.= ~. a~boa" ( p-', ~). Then 
and 
f f  i=1  ~ i=1 
We compute p(u)p(v)= Epd~, where 
dr= ~ (fibf/1)aF(i~=lbqil)bg'r(ff, q~) 
ff+~'=F \ i= l  
= E (h  hPi+qila b=,7-{~ ~'~ 
ff+~=r,\ i=l  vi,1 ] ff q 1,1-','1] 
:(,01 4c  
Hence O(uv) = O(u)o(v). 
= hPi'~I?IPlDP2 .0 p' ,  O.'S action on Because 0~10~°2... 0sPSO~l t~ l ( I - IS=l  v/,1.,~, 1 v 2 . .  
monomials is given by ~(aplap2 .. OsPS) ( i=1 Vi, l,Vl ~'2 .. " ',Vl "2 • = l-Is hPi'~tlPlt~P2 . 0f s. Hence 
p agrees with the automorphism induced by or on the image of the 
embedding. I 
Because p extends the action induced by or, also denote O by o.. It 
follows from the relations that v ltlpltlp2v2 . . .  0sP,/31 = /31(lqS=1 bi-JO 
Oplap2 Of', and thus the Ore extension obtained by adjoining /31 to 1 ' :2 " ' "  
k(01, 02 . . . . .  0 s) is exactly k(O 1 02 . . . . .  0s)[/31; °'-1] • 
LEMMA 3.6. Let T = (FI~= 1 A i) × (l-If= 1 Bi). Then T is a faithfully flat 
extension of U t under the diagonal embedding of U t into T. 
Proof. Because T is a product of two-sided localizations of U t, T is flat 
as a left and as a right Ut-module. To see that T is faithfully flat, let I be a 
right ideal of U t such that IT = T. In particular, /A  i = A i for all i. Hence 
we have Ej uja: = 1 for elements uj ~ I and aj ~ A i. By the Ore condi- 
tion there exists an element fi(ai) ~ k(O 1, 02,. . . ,  Os)[ai]*, which we can 
take to be monic, such that aJ i (a  i) ~ Ut for all j. Consequently, fi(o~i) = 
E: uj(aJi(ai)) is an element of L Similarly, there exists a monic gi(/3i) E 
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I n k(01, 02 . . . . .  0,)[ i3i]* for each i. Because I contains all of the monic 
polynomials fi(ai) and gi(i3i), there is a finite set of monomials, 
{m 1, m E . . . .  , md} , in Oil, i31, °12r, i32 .... , at, i3t such that {[m 1 + I], [m E -t- 
I] .... , [md + I]} is a basis for U J /over  k(01, 02 . . . .  ,0s). Let mi denote 
[m i + I]. Let u ~ Ut; then right multiplication by u (denoted h u) on U J /  
is a k-linear transformation. The basis of monomial cosets {~1, ~2 . . . . .  ~d} 
for UJI  over k(01, 02 . . . . .  0 s) allows us to represent h, by a d × d matrix 
• (u) over k(01, 0 2 . . . . .  Os)'~ namely, ~(u)  = (~b i j), where ~ ju  = ~~imi~)i j. 
Although the map ~:  U t ~ Md(k(01, 02 . . . . .  0~')) is not a ring homomor- 
phism, it is k-linear. 
Let ~(ax)  =A = (Ai, j) , 
~(al/31) yields 
(mja l )&  = 
and let ~( i31)= B = (Bi, j). Computing 
(El ~'tiAi,j)i31 
---- E~ii31o--X(Ai,j) 
i 
= ~i (~k mknk,i)o"-l(hi, j) 
1 k i 
Thus if ~ j (a  1 i l  ) = Y~'k mkCk, j, then C k j = Ei Hence 
t~(a l  i31 ) = Bo'-I(A). Computing (1) ( i31al )  yields Bk'i°'-l(Ai'j)" 
('fflji31)al = ( E. ~'lini,j)Otl 
l 
= E ~liOllO(ni,j) 
i 
k i 
Thus ~(  i l  al)  = A o-(B). 
Because ot I i31 - fllal = el, the k-linearity of • implies that Bo--I(A) 
- A o - (B)  = ~1I .  
The embedding of k(Om, 02 . . . . .  Os) into k*[[77(~); z]] allows us to con- 
sider A and B as elements of Md(k*[[77(s); r]]). Identify Ma(k*[[2e(s); ~-]]) 
with Ma(k)*[[7/(s); r]]. Say A ~ E~Ag/7 and_B ~ E~Bgfi under the 
identification where Ag, Bg ~ Ma(k3 for each p. 
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Consider the O-coefficient of B o-- 1 (A) - A o- (B). For B or - l( A ) we have 
[Bo-I(A)]6 = F ,B_ :~- ' (Af ) r ( - f f ,  ff) 
r, B_:Af . . . .  = b p' "c -p ,p  i,1 
P 
For Ao-(B) we have 
[Acr(B)]6= EAfo-(B_f).:(f i ,-f i)= ~'_zAfB_f bg p~ "r(fi, - i f ) .  
p 
Note that 
~: ---' --.\ = a~.}-PJ)Pi a~.fJ (-pi) ( -p,p)  I-I .. =I--[ .. = r(p, -g) .  
i<j i<j 
Taking traces, we have 
trace([ Bo'- I (A)  - Ao'(B)]6) 
ff i=1 i,1 ] \ 1- ' ,P) 
- EAfB- f (  FI b-P'Iz : ~ -g)) ff i=l i,1 ] 1,1 °', 
= (i~= 1 b:£,P~)r(-ff, i )( ~ [trace(B fAr ) -  t race(AfB_f ) ] )  
=0.  
On the other hand, because Bo- -~(A) -Ao- (B)= eli, we must have 
trace([Bo-- l(A)-A~r(B)]6) = dE 1 = +d. Hence we have a contradic- 
tion; consequently, it must be the case that UJI = 0 and I - -  Ur This 
shows that T is a faithfully flat extension of Ur | 
PROPOSITION 3.7. The ring U t has gldim(U t) < t and Kdim(U t) < t. 
Proof. First consider the inequality for global dimension. Observe that 
because U t is an iterated Ore xtension, the global dimension of Ut is 
finite. The proof of the inequality will be by induction on t. If t = 0, then 
Ut is a division ring and thus gldim(U t) = 0. Assume the result is true for 
any such ring U l whenever l < t. Consider the diagonal embedding of U t 
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into T, which is faithfully fiat on both sides by Lemma 3.6. Write Ai as an 
Ore extension: 
Ai 
^ 
where 
= k(Ol, 02,. . .  , Os, o/i)[Otl, J~l, O/2, ~2, ' " ,  a i , /~ i , ' " ,  °/t, J~t] 
= k(01 ,  02 . . . . .  Os, O/i)[ O/1, ~1, O/2, ~2 . . . . .  t~i, J~i,..., 0~,, ~,] 
denotes being removed from the list. Thus 
gldim(Ai) < gldim(k(01, 02 ... .  ,0~, O/i) 
X [O/1, i l l '  a2' J~2"'" ,&i,~i . . . .  , O/t, fit]) +1.  
Because k(O1, 0 2 . . . . .  Os, O/i)[O/1' J~l' Ol2' J~2' ' ' ' '  ~i' ~ i ' ' ' ' '  O/t, /~t] is a ring 
of the form U,_ 1, by the induction hypothesis, 
gldim(k(01, 02,..., 0~, ai)[ %, ill, a2, ~2 . . . .  , ai, f l i , . . . ,  at,/3,]) 
_<t - l ,  
and hence gldim(Ai) < t. Similarly, gldim(Bi) < t, and thus gldim(T) < t. 
It follows from [MR, Theorem 7.3.5, p. 238] that gldim(U t) < gldim(T); 
hence gldim(U,) < t, and the result follows by induction. 
A similar argument using [MR, Corollary 6.5.3 and Proposition 6.5.4, p. 
197] yields the bound on the KruU dimension of U r II 
We can now complete the calculation of the global and Krull dimensions 
of An(1,pi,j). S. P. Smith has also calculated the Krull dimension of 
An(l, Pi, j) [GZ, Remark 3.12(2)]. 
THEOREM 3.8. The ring An(1, pi, j) has gldim(An(1,pi, j ) )=n and 
Kdim(A,(1, Pi,j)) = n. 
Proof. Because A,(1, p~,j) is a ring of the form Un, we have that 
gldim(An(1, Pi, j)) < n and Kdim(An(1, pi, j)) < n by Proposition 3.7. By 
[GZ, Theorem 1.5] An(l, Pi, j) is free, and hence faithfully fiat (on both 
sides), over Kn(xi) ,  the subalgebra generated by {xl, x 2 .. . .  , x,}. Further- 
more, KR(X i) is an iterated Ore extension that at each stage of the 
iteration has the form S[x; o-] for a ring S and automorphism o'. Hence 
by [MR, Proposition 7.5.3, p. 247] and [MR, Theorem 6.5.4 p. 197], 
gldim(KR(Xi)) = n and Kdim(KR(xi)) = n. It follows from [MR, Corol- 
lary 6.5.3, p. 197] that Kdim(An(1, pi i)) > Kdim(KR(xi)) = n, and from 
[MR, Theorem 7.3.5, p. 238], gldim(An(1, pi,j)) > gldim(Kn(xi)) = n. 1 
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Both An(l, Pi,j) and A n are simple Noetherian domains of GKdim = 2n, 
and gldim = Kdim = n, which are Auslander egular and GK-Macaulay. 
It was observed by the referee that [AD1, Corollaire 3.11, p. 257] implies 
that the corresponding division rings of quotients are not isomorphic; this 
is in contrast o the case A2(Ja, a), where A2(Ja, a) -~ A 2, by [AD2]. 
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